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Abstract.

We

use instrumentation

on SAMPEX

and the

Earth's field as a magnetic rigidity filter in a "double
spectrometer" approach to measure the composition and
energy spectraof anomalouscosmicrays (ACRs) with Z>6. A
"pure" sample of anomalous cosmic ray C, N, O, and Ne is
obtained, with no significant evidencefor other species.The
bulk of ACRs are now known to be singly-charged,and the
geomagneticfilter allows their energy spectrato be measured
to higher energies than before. The anomalous oxyg,-n
spectrumis found to extend to at least ~100 MeV/nuc, which
has implications for models of the accelerationof these ions.

Introduction

Anomalous cosmic rays (ACRs) are a low-energy
component of interplanetary particles that include the
elements H, He, C, N, O, Ne, and Ar (see, e.g., reviews by
Klecker 1995, and Simpson 1995). They are now known to
originate from interstellar neutral particles that have been
swept into the heliosphere, ionized by solar UV or charge
exchange with the solar wind, convected into the outer
heliosphere,and then acceleratedto energiesof ~10 MeV/nuc
and more (Fisk, Ramaty, and Koslovsky 1974).
It is
commonly assumedthat the bulk of ACR accelerationt•kes
place at the solar wind terminationshock(Pesses,Jokipii,
Eichler 1981).
A key prediction of this model, no•v
established experimentally, is that ACRs should be singlyionized. In particular, Klecker et al. (1995) find that <10% of
~10 MeV/nuc ACR oxygen has an ionic chargeQ>2.
Being singly-charged,ACRs have a much greater magnetic
rigidity (at a given energy/nuc) than either galactic cosmic
rays (GCRs), which are essentially fully stripped, or solar
energetic particles (SEPs), which have charge states

characteristic
of coronal
temperatures
of ~2 x 106øK(Luhnet
al. 1984; Leske et al. 1995a). As a result, ACRs can be
observedto much lower invariant latitude with a polar orbiting
spacecraft(Adams et al. 1991, Cummingset al. 1993, Klecker

et al. 1995). The invariantlatitudeis A = cos-l[(1/L)l/2],
where L is the Mcllwain L parameter. In this paper we use the
geomagnetic field as a magnetic rigidity filter to obtain a
"pure" sample of ACRs, and then measuretheir compositica
and energy spectraover a broadenergyrange.
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differs from that of Adams et al. because the sub-second time

resolutionprovided by SAMPEX allows the selectionof data
from specificlatitude intervals. A preliminaryversionof this
work appearsin Mewaldt et al. (1995).
Observations

The observations
were madewith the Mass Spectrometer
Telescope(MAST; seeCooket al. 1993)on the polar-mbiting
(82ø inclination)SAMPEX satellite(Baker et al. 1993) [¾om6
July 1993to 7 January1995. The measured
kineticenergyvs.
invariant latitude for quiet-time oxygen events is shown in
Figure1, limitedto eventsobservedduringthoseperiodswhen
the daily-averageflux of 8 to 15 MeV/nuc He was < 4 x 10-4

percm2sec-sr.
Thiscriterioneliminated
~10%of theavailable
days.

Three distinctparticlepopulations
are evidentin Figure 1.

At highlatitudes
(A>65ø),
there
isa mixture
ofGCRandACR
oxygenwith the ACRs more abundantat the lowestenergies
(<30 MeV/nuc), and GCRs moreabundantat higherenergies.

At mid-latitudes
(A = 50ø to 60ø),fully-stripped
GCRsarenot
allowed but singly-chargedACR oxygen nuclei have access
becauseof their greater magneticrigidity. Finally, at low

latitudes(A < 50ø) thereis a radiationbeltcomposed
of ions
that originate from ACRs that have lost their electrons in the

upper atmosphereand then been trappedin the geomagnetic
field because of their resulting lower rigidity (Blake and
Friesen1977; Grigorovet al. 1991; Cummingset al. 1993).
Also shownin Figure 1 are the boundariesusedto isolatea
pure sampleof ACRs. The upperboundaryat A -- 52ø to 65ø is
designed to filter out GCRs and SEPs. It is based on the
empirical geomagneticcutoff vs. latitude relation determined

by Leske et al. (1995a) from observations
of solar energetic
particle He and C, lowered by an additional 20% to guard
against contamination by fully-stripped nuclei during
geomagneticstormsthat might temporarily lower the cutoff.
This is equivalent to a latitude restriction ~4 ø below the
vertical geomagnetic cutoff. The boundary location is
calculatedfor the measurednuclearcharge,mass,and kinetic
energyof eachparticle, and only particlesobservedbelow this
boundaryare accepted.
To filter out trapped anomalouscosmic rays we use the
observationthat they are characterizedby an "adiabaticity"
parameter (œ), such that œQs< 0.8 (Selesnick et al. 1995).

Hereœ= 0.000052cos-4(A)(A/Qs)[E2+2MpE]
1/2,where
A is
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Previously,Adamset al. (1991) useda similar approachto
obtain orbit-averagedspectraof ACR oxygen using passixe
detectorsflown on a seriesof Cosmossatellites. Our study

the numberof nucleons,Qs is the ionic chargestatejust after
stripping in the initial atmospheric encounter, E is kinetic
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Figure 1. Measured energy/nucleon vs. invariant latitude
for quiet-time oxygen events observed by the MAST
instrumenton SAMPEX from 6 July 1992 to 7 January1995.
The study includes events between the solid lines, with the
addedrequirementthat A>45ø (dashedline). TrappedACRs are

E lO
z

seen below 50 ø.

energy
in MeV/nuc,andMp is theproton
restmass
in MeV.

Mg Si

Note that eQs is a constant of motion as long as E and L

[defined
as1/cos2(A)]
remain
constant.
Following
Selesnick

V

et al. (1995) we requireeQs> 1. In addition,we requireA>45ø
to ensurethat all ACRs with > 15 MeV/nuc havegoodaccessto
5
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SAMPEX, which is generallyzenith orientedfor A>45 ø, but
has a more varied orientation at lower latitudes. Using a
Monte-Carlo approach, we have traced a large number of
particle trajectories in the IGRF 1992 magnetic field and Figure 2. Compositionof eventswith energiesgreaterthan
verifiedthat the actualSAMPEX pointingdirectionsfor A>45 ø -15 MeV/nuc observed at mid-latitudes. No corrections have
result in an acceptanceof at least 90% for all singly-charged been applied for energy or latitude interval differences.The
Mg and Si events both had an observedenergy of--30
ACRs with Z-2_6and E>15 MeV/nuc.
The quiet-time compositionof Z>6 ions measuredat mid- MeV/nuc, while the singleV eventhad -200 MeV/nuc.

Nuclear Charge

l•titude,
shown
inFigure
2, shows
evidence
forACRC,N, O,
and Ne, but no significant evidence for other species.The
resulting composition,including correctionsfor the differing
energy interval covered by each species,is shownin Table l.
Note that there is good consistency with the ACR
compositionobservedby Voyager in 1987 at 23 AU. Voyager
also observesACR Ar at low energies(Cummingsand Stone
1988), but the number of ACR Ar events that would be
expectedto be observedby MAST during this time interval is
less than one.

ACR energy spectra from the mid-latitude region are
compared with interplanetary spectra obtained at A>65 ø in
Figure 3. It is interestingthat the mid-latitude spectraappear
to be consistentwith a power law shape,with a spectralindex
of approximately -3.5 to -4. While it is possible that
interplanetarytransportto 1 AU may have modified the slope
of the acceleratedspectra,one would not expect this to be a
significant effect becauseof the relatively large rigidities of
theseions (~3 to 7 GV for 16 to 100 MeV/nuc singly charged
oxygen).
The data in Figure 3 showthat the energyspectraof ACR N
and Ne extend to >50 MeV/nuc (the highestenergy N and Ne
had 57 and 68 MeV/nuc, respectively), while that of ACR
oxygen extends to at least 100 MeV/nuc (where two O iohs
were observed,well below cutoff, on geomagneticallyquiet
days). This means that the ACR accelerator(presumablythe
termination shock) must be capable of acceleratingparticles

to at least 1.6 GeV, corresponding
in the modelof Jokipii
(1990) to 400 MeV/nuc for ACR He and 1.6 GeV for ACR
hydrogen.
Discussion

The accelerationof singly-chargedACRs to energies>1
GeV must occur in a time less than the lifetime against
electronstrippingif ACRs are mainly singly ionized. Based
on argumentsin Adams and Leising (1991), Jokipii (1992)
obtaineda lifetime againststrippingof-5 years at ~100 AU
for 10 MeV/nuc

ACRs.

He further estimated that diffusi,e

Table 1. Anomalous Cosmic Ray Abundances
Mid-Latitude

Voyager-2

Element

ACRs
>17 MeV/nuc

at 23 AU *
16-30 MeV/nuc

C
N
O
Ne
All Others

0.014 + .009
0.19+.03
1
0.06 + .02
<0.01

0.020+ .004
0.194+.013
1
0.048 + .006

*Selesnick et al. (1995)
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Figure 3. Energy spectraof ACRs measuredat mid-latitudes,comparedto interplanetaryspectraobtainedat A > 65ø (dashed
lines). Below -15 MeV/nuc the dashedlines have been extendedto illustrate the shapeof the 1992-1993 spectraobservedby
Mewaldt et al. (1993). The solid lines are power law fits to the mid-latitudespectra,with spectralindicesfor N, O, and Ne of-3.56
_+0.43, -3.45 + 0.15, and -4.17 + 0.85, respectively.

shockaccelerationto 10 MeV/nuc at -100 AU would require a
Accordingto the above relation for AE, singly-charged
minimum of-0.5 years for a perpendicularshock(the expected ACRs that happento be strippedof additionalelectronsin the
geometryof the terminationshock),and at least four years for
courseof their accelerationwill gain more energythan those
a quasi-parallelshock(see also Klecker 1995). Corresponding that remain singly-charged.Thus the likely existenceof ACRs
acceleration times for 100 MeV/nuc ACRs would be a factor of
with Q>I may help explain the relatively large flux of ACRs
-10 longer, in which case the integrated probability of
with kinetic energies many times greater than 240 MeV
strippingone or more electronswould be considerablygreater Jokipii and Kota (1995) have also recently suggestedthat
than at lower energiesbecauseof the much greaterpathlength increasedlatitudinaldiffusioncan help explainhow ACRs get
accelerated to >1 GeV.
traversed.Thus, the accelerationand strippingtimes appearto
Both SAMPEX (Mewaldt et al. 1993) and Geotail (Haseb• et
be comparable,suggesting that higher energy ACRs may not
all be singly-charged.If this is the case, measurementsof the al., 1994) investigatorshave reporteda "bump"in the 1992.1993 carbon spectrumat -10 to 15 MeV/nuc that was -5 times
charge states of ACRs with higher energy than the -10
MeV/nuc particlesstudiedby Klecker et al. (1995) and Adams more intense than expected for ACR carbon, giving a C/O
et al. (1991) may provide insight into the accelerationtimes ratio of-0.1. Although the MAST data are limited Gocarbon
of ACRs in the heliosphere.
with >14 MeV/nuc, Figures 2 and 3 (and Table 1) indicate a
The possibility that a significant fraction of higher energy C/O ratio at mid-latitudessimilarto that observedat Voyager,
ACRs may have a charge Q > 1 may also provide a partial indicatingthat the 1992-1993featurein the carbonspectrum
explanationof how ACRs are acceleratedto energies>l GeV.
was apparentlynot due to singly-ionizedcarbon.
According to Jokipii (1990), the energy gain AE by an ion
Biswas et al. (1990; see also Dutta et al. 1993) have
with an electrical chargeQe at a quasi-perpendicular
shockis reported Spacelab-3 observations of heavy nuclei with
approximatelythe electrostaticpotential A• gained in drifting 21 < Z < 28 that were apparentlypartially stripped, since
alongthe shockface: AE = QeA•. He findsAE -- 240 MeV for they were observedat latitudesinaccessibleto fully stripped
the termination shock, assumingQ=I, and predictsthat there cosmicrays. They concludedthat -20% of heavy GCRs with
should be a steepeningof the acceleratedACR spectra at <100 MeV/nuc observed during their 1985 flight were
energies>240 MeV (correspondingto -15 MeV/nuc for ACR
partially ionized (Dutta et al. 1993). We see no stiong
oxygen). While the expected location of this break is at the evidence for the presence of these particles in 1992-1994,
lower edge of the MAST energy interval, data from the HILT
when the vast majorityof cosmicray nuclei with Z >12 appear
sensor on SAMPEX do show a flattening of the spectrum to be fully stripped(see also Tylka et al. 1995). If we assume,
below 15 MeV/nuc (see Mewaldt et al. 1993).
for example, that 20% of the GCRs in the SAMPEX energy
ß
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range are partially stripped nuclei with Q/Z < 1/4, we would
expect to have observed>100 mid-latitude events with Z >12,
comparedto the three candidatesin Figure 2. Mewaldt (1995)
has suggested that the apparent "partially stripped GCRs"
might be solar particles re-accelerated at the termination
shock, which should be more abundantduring the Spacelab-3
period than in 1992-1994 (although this explanation would
not explain the apparently large fraction of nuclei with
22 < Z < 24 reported by Dutta et al.). In addition, Tylka et al.
(1995) have suggesteda cosmicray albedoorigin.
The observations presented here demonstrate that the
geomagnetic filter approach can successfully obtain a pure
sampleof ACR ions. This approachwill be particularlyuseful
for measuring the isotopic composition of ACR nuclei as a
means of studying the isotopic composition of the nearl•y
interstellar medium (for preliminary results see Leske ct •tl.
1995b). In addition, the fact that the ACR energy spectrum
extends to -1.6

GeV,

when combined

with

the•,retical

considerations,
suggests
thatthe•'highest
energyACRsmay
not be singly-charged. A possible test of this hypothesis
using SAMPEX data is now in progress.
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